
Emma Oji’s Poster Problem
The city of Texthaven was a colourful and happy place. It was full of bright pictures and 
smiling faces. However, one by one, all of the posters around the city have gone missing! 

Desperate for answers, the city’s mayor, Emma Oji, contacted the police. They checked all 
of the city’s CCTV cameras to try and track down the culprit but none of the cameras have 
managed to get a clear picture. Instead, each camera only gave the police one clue about the 
culprit’s identity.

As Detective Chief Inspector on the case, it is your job to find out which emoji took all of the 
posters. You have taken down the names and descriptions of ten emojis that live in the city. You 
also have five important clues that have been discovered using the CCTV cameras.

To crack the case, you will need to solve each clue and check the information with the list of 
names. Will you be able to solve the mystery and find who took all the posters?

Good luck!
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Emoji Descriptions

Emoji How Are 
They Feeling?

Do They 
Have  

Eyebrows?

Their  
Eyes Are…

Their  
Mouth Is…

Do They 
Have Teeth?

happy no closed closed no

happy yes closed open yes

worried yes open closed no

sleepy no closed open no

worried yes closed open yes

sad no closed closed no

sad yes closed open no

happy no closed closed no

sad yes closed closed no

happy no open open no

Draw the emoji that stole the posters in the box:
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Clue 1  
I’ve Got My Eye on You...

Draw a line to match the word to the correct vowel digraph then write the word in the box. 
Make sure that you spell the words correctly. The vowel digraph with the most matching words 
will show whether the emoji has its eyes open or closed.

The vowel digraph with the most matching words is   so the emoji’s 

eyes are  . 

ou ow

If ou has the most matching 
words, the emoji’s eyes are open.

If ow has the most matching 
words, the emoji’s eyes are closed.

m—th fr—n

cl—d

—l

gr—l

cr—d

s—nd

—t

c—
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Clue 2  
A Careful Look

Read the sentences below. Decide which suffix is needed to correctly complete the words. The 
suffix that is used the most will show whether the poster-stealing emoji has eyebrows.

The suffix   is used the most. 

Does the poster-stealing emoji have eyebrows? Yes  No

-ment -ness
If -ment is used the most, the 

emoji has got eyebrows.
If -ness is used the most, the emoji 

has not got eyebrows.

Sentence -ment -ness

The theft happened under the cover of dark         .

Emma Oji gave a state          to the police.

There is a lot of quiet          surrounding the theft.

I can’t believe the bold          of the thief!

There is so much disappoint          in the city.

People are in amaze          that somebody could do this.

I know that good          will win in the end. 

The poster thief will be given a punish         .

Did they get enjoy          from stealing the posters?

The helpful          of the police has been amazing.

Everyone is in agree          that the crime was mean.

The emoji’s rude          is surprising to me.

I hope pay          will be made to replace the posters.

I can’t believe Emma Oji’s calm          about the situation.

The place          of the CCTV cameras has helped the police.
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Clue 3  
Word of Mouth

Read each of these words and tick whether the word is real or nonsense. If there are more 
real words, the emoji’s mouth is closed. If there are more nonsense words, the emoji’s 

mouth is open.

There are           real words and           nonsense words. There are more  

                       words so the emoji’s mouth is                        .

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

Real      Nonsense

shark

oyster

joush

pandwid

landpot

dreams

waits

rescue

phote

whame

sneep

dirster
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Clue 4  
By the Skin of Their Teeth

Each of these words has two letters missing. Draw a line to match the word to the correct 
letters, making sure to spell the words correctly. Then, write the word in the box. The two 
letters with the most matching words will show whether the emoji has teeth or no teeth.

ju— de—

—ip

re—

—ep

tu—

—in

—op

ne—

The letters   are used the most. 

Does the poster-stealing emoji have teeth? Yes  No

st sk
If st has the most matching words, 

the emoji does have teeth.
If sk has the most matching words, 

the emoji does not have teeth.
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Clue 5  
More Than a Feeling

By following the path of words real words which contain the digraph ‘ee’, you will find how 
the emoji is feeling and unlock the final clue to the poster thief’s identity. 

The poster-stealing emoji is feeling  . 

Start

seed deep weep reelf yeelp heent

deet fleem bleed leeft beelk beent

leem beeg cheek feel been meend

theet heef cleem seeft queen bleem

sneed weeb bleen sweet sheep meelk

pleen weef gleed screen geelp cleeck

bleeb queel sleeb street jeest meest

sheem sleeg veep speech bee heelp

sleef gleef fleep bleeng feet free

zeet pleeb sleem gleez gleef sleep

happy sad sleepy worried
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